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COMPETITION NEWS
& RESULTS
59’s DRAW RESULTS UPDATE
The latest ‘59’s’ winner is as follows:
June 5th – 17 – David Bates (Warrington))

HERITAGE HANDICAPS COMPETITION
After eight weeks of this year’s challenge the
leaders are as follows in the main competition:
65.9 Phil Evans
58.75 Ray Squire
46.6 Gordon Armistead

July 3rd – 23 – Ray Squire (Bury)

45.55 Guy Weaver

David & Ray both win the usual £50pm prize. The
winning number is determined by the ‘bonus ball’
drawn in the UK Lottery on the first Saturday of
the month.

45.35 Ted Halewood

Thanks to all who continue to support the draw.
All numbers are currently allocated, but check the
magazine each time to check if any numbers
become available in the future!

44.55 Jason Sandland
43.4 Michael Wheater
39.7 Mark Banks
38.7 Eunice Flynn
37.2 Maureen Dawson

ALEX BIRDCOMPETITION
ROYAL ASCOT ROUND
We had four different leaders in the Royal Ascot
competition, with Darren Snowball, Guy Weaver
and John Boswell briefly leading, however, it was
Rob McDermott that finished in 1st place and
wins the £70 prize having taken over the
leadership after Race 6. John Boswell finished in
2nd place and receives the £30 prize.
In the Alex Bird overall competition Tim Cogan
retained his lead. Not for the first time this week
the lead changed hands with David Evans briefly
in front. I remain in 3rd.
The final round will cover 4 days of Glorious
Goodwood (Wed-Sat).

32.65 Dave Bates
32.55 Colin Malone
30.1 Jim Flanagan
In the Exacta/Trifecta challenge the leaders are
as below:
2807.7 Ray Squire
1140.6 Gordon Armistead
464.7 Alan Spencer
177 Peter Flynn

So after two three completed the leaders of the
seasonal challenge are:
Tim Cogan 586.5 pts
Dave Evans 578.5 pts
Mark Banks 559.5 pts
Rob McDermott 515.5 pts
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Keeping The Flame Alive COMPILED By PHIL EVANS
Visitors to Cartmel’s August Bank Holiday meeting over the last few decades will have seen there is invariably a race
named in memory of Cengiz (Gus) Sadik. If you have ever wondered what the back story to this race is, here is an extract
from an article written in 2006, just months after the tragic death of Cengiz Sadik. 15 years on and it’s still well worth a
read and it truly conveys both the love of a father for his son and also the love of the sport of horse racing:
Have you ever arrived at a racecourse the best part of three hours before the first race? If you have, you'll probably have
wished you hadn't bothered. Arrive hours early for a race meeting and there is invariably nothing going on, except for the
odd trainer or jockey walking the course and a groundsman prodding holes in the ground. Arrive early at Cartmel, though,
and you'll wish you'd arrived even earlier.
With three hours to go before the first race on August bank holiday Monday, the queues to get into the course are already
weaving back along the country lanes, and those inside the course have already assembled their huge tents crammed full
of fancy food and drink for the afternoon ahead. Together with its sprawling fair, bustling market and new sticky toffee
pudding outlet, Cartmel offers more than just a day at the races. It is an experience.
But in as big a contrast as you can imagine, this particular meeting at Cartmel has an altogether more important and
poignant meaning for the Sadik family.
Based in the village of Wolverley, near Kidderminster, the Sadik’s have been sending out a steady flow of small-race
winners since they took up residency in 1997. Although the training licence had always been held in the name of Jeff, who
also owns the small string, it was his son Cengiz known to all as Gus who had shown an affinity with horses and a
tremendous flair that soon gave him the reputation of being able to turn cast-offs into winners.
Away from racing, though, Gus had endured a long and bitter custody battle with his estranged wife over their two children
and on June 25, he took his life.
"Cartmel was his favourite track," says his brother Erol, choked with emotion. And as a still grieving family, together with a
small army of friends, prepare to saddle their eight-year-old Good Man Again for the first running of the Cengiz Sadik
Memorial Handicap Chase, he adds: "He'll be up there watching us today."
Good Man Again may have only moderate form, but he looks incredibly fit and strong as he thumps a hoof off the wall of
the saddling box. "He's ready for this," says Jeff, still very much subdued and clearly struggling to maintain his
composure. "I'm just hoping he can win." Such is the atmosphere, it could be the build-up to a Gold Cup or Champion
Hurdle.
The fact that the Sadik family are bidding to win this race has obviously not been lost on the near-20,000 crowd, who back
him into 3-1 from 5-1 for the marathon contest that seems to take an age to run. He travels strongly, up with the pace for a
long way, but a mistake on the far side of the track on the final circuit takes its toll. He gashes a leg, and it is to his credit
that he plugs on for fifth place. There are no hard feelings, though, only tears as Jeff and his wife present an incredible
silver trophy to Caroline Hurley, who wins the race aboard Richard Ford's Tregastel, and then unveil a bench in memory
of their son.
Four days later, back at his Worcestershire base, as Jeff stands in front of the half-dozen boxes that he built with Gus, his
disappointment at not winning the race staged in memory of his son is clear to see. "I'm convinced Good Man Again
would have won, you know," he says. "He cut his leg so badly that the vet says you could almost see the tendon. He did
well to finish where he did."
With only two other horses in training Crusoe, who cost around pounds 2,000 and has since won nine races, and Green
Go, who scored an emotional success in front of Gus's children at Stratford last Sunday despite his rider's saddle slipping
before the second-last Jeff admits that in the dark and traumatic days after the death of his son, he was all for packing up
his interest in horses. He says: "I looked out of the window from the house over there and everything was still. There was
nothing happening with the horses, there was an emptiness I thought then that I couldn't go on without Gus.
"He did everything round here, from mucking out to riding work, from making the entries to getting them to the racecourse.
It might be my name on the licence, but Gus was the force behind our set-up."
So what made him change his mind, and what are the plans? "I sold my nursing home last year, so I have a lot of time on
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my hands now," says Jeff. "And all I've got left of my son are his children and his horses.
"I'm going to train now, and I want to go back to Cartmel and win his race. More than anything, though, I want to keep his
name alive. We've never been in racing for the money, it means more to us than that, and it was my son's life."
Jeff arrived in Britain from Cyprus in the 1960s, but also spent some time in Ireland during the late 1980s, where he and
Gus cut their teeth in the training world. "I reckon we were the first to claim a horse in Ireland," he says, with a wistful look
in his eye. "They don't have many claimers over there, and nobody ever seemed too sure of the rules, but we knew how it
worked and got a few horses that way and some winners.
"We've paid just a few thousand pounds for each of the horses we've had, and nearly all of them have won.
"What I want to do now is buy another one and name him after my son. I see there's a horse based in Macau called
Sadik, and Barry Hills has one called Gus. Perhaps I'll get an unnamed horse, and we can name him ourselves."
A former owner with Martin Pipe, Jeff was first lured into the world of horseracing when placing bets for colleagues as a
youngster working for the NHS. It wasn't long before he was spending his spare time at race meetings the first was at
Cheltenham in 1965. It was Gold Cup day, and it was the year of Arkle's second win in the big race. Jeff was hooked from
that moment, and a generation later, it was Gus's turn to catch the bug.
"We always went racing together," Jeff says. "And we'd sit here analysing races for hours."
He shows off a collection of videos containing each and every victory that his son was responsible for. We watch all of
Green Go's wins at Cartmel, and as the horse is led back to the winner's enclosure after a second win in the space of two
days, you can see Gus leading him up. "That's my son," says Jeff, so proud and so determined that racing will not forget
his name.
The following year (2007) top racing pundit Rory Delargy penned some additional thoughts about the story:
Perhaps I'm going a bit soft, but I remember being touched by the story of Cengiz Sadik (son of trainer Aytach, sometimes
called Jeff or Andy in the press) who sadly committed suicide last year. His family had a race named after him at Cartmel
and I notice that Mr Sadik has a newcomer in the bumper at Haydock called Cengiz after his son. Rather than try to tell
the story, I've just copied a letter Aytach Sadik wrote to the Racing Post last year. I for one will be cheering him on.
"I came to England in 1964 from Cyprus as an 18-year-old and my first experience of live racing was when I saw Arkle win
the Gold Cup in 1965. Some 21 years later I bought my first racehorse, but winners proved elusive and excuses from
trainers plentiful.
My 18-year-old son Cengiz (Gus), who knew nothing about racehorses and had never sat on a horse, suggested learning
about them and training winners for me - a far-fetched idea that I accepted.
He worked in several yards and learned to ride, then we moved to Ireland in 1995, bought a yard and obtained a licence.
He did everything from mucking out, riding out and driving the box and he trained five winners for me in short time.
We moved to England in 1998 and set up a small yard. Winners started to flow and he trained 20 from limited resources,
the highlights being Crusoe, who won nine times, Athleague Guest, who won first time out after 1,000 days off the track,
and Green Go, who had five wins, including twice in a weekend.
Away from racing, Cengiz was involved in a court battle with his estranged wife and wasn't allowed to see his sons, aged
five and six, for more than a year. He took his own life in June.
At first, I didn't think I could carry on, but I decided to train my three horses and win a race in his memory.
Green Go ran at Stratford on September 10 in a chase in front of Cengiz's two little sons. He was prominent throughout,
but the saddle slipped two out. It would normally have been a pulled-up job, but Green Go not only jumped the last two
but won with the jockey hanging on for dear life.
I dedicated the win to Cengiz, and his two boys collected the trophy.
On the morning of the race, I visited his grave, and I like to think he was up there guiding Green Go to his win.
Cengiz was my son, my mate and is, and always will be, my racing hero and much more."
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I called Aytach for an agreed telephone interview on Monday 21st June, just four days before the 15th anniversary of
Cengiz’s death. Aytach is now aged 76 and is still clearly very proud of what he achieved with his son in the past. He
generally has three or four horses in his small yard which has some small gallops and training is supplemented by
racecourse gallops at Wolverhampton or fellow trainer M Rowley’s longer gallops nearby.
Whilst no other family members are directly involved in the day to day running of the yard, he is supported by a long-term
assistant, Darren Jones. Aytach’s two grandsons (via Cengiz) are now in their early 20’s with one at university and the
other an IT specialist so neither seems likely to take up training horses in the near future.
The Cartmel race will be held on the Saturday of the August meeting in 2021 and Aytach is hoping that he will be
represented by Young Turk in the race this year. The horse was bought from Gigginstown at the Doncaster sales last
September and has since had three placed runs for the new owner, albeit has failed to finish in several other runs and can
burst blood vessels during races. However, with a likely top weight in the race, Aytach is hopeful for a strong run and
could possibly add to the 2008 win in the race with Desert Tommy, after which Cartmel allowed Aytach to keep the
original trophy! That horse was subsequently sold in 2010 to go point to pointing.
Commenting on the back story regarding the horse Cengiz (named after his son) Aytach was proud that the horse ran a
creditable 2nd in a Beginner’s Chase at Cartmel in 2008 although subsequently suffered a fatal injury at Worcester in
2011.
Another long-time resident of the stable, Sussex Road, has recently been retired and now has a place at the British
Racing School at Newmarket. Whilst never winning a race, Sussex Road was placed 13 times in total winning over £23k
in prize money.
Aytach says he currently has no plans to end his racing involvement and that Cartmel will run his son’s race indefinitely.
After the last year and a half of bad news Covid stories in the media wouldn’t it be great for another good news racing
story in August if Young Turk can do the business for an older Turk!

Photo above: Desert Tommy winning the 2008 renewal of the Cengiz Sadik memorial race at Cartmel with Cengiz in the
centre.
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Sweet! Alison makes a dream come true
By HAROLD HEYS
KENNY JOHNSON was a stalwart of the Northern weighing room for over 20 years. He didn't ride
many winners after his breakthrough at Cartmel in August 1988, but he notched up enough to keep
him interested and active, at least when he wasn't laid up with some nasty injuries.
They came along almost as regularly as the winners but he was always popular with his fellow riders
and regular racegoers who know what a hard game it is.
I was again reading Chris Pitt's excellent book on the Grand National. Go Down to the Beaten, and
was reminded of the story of Kenny's comeback win after being out of action for nearly 18 months
following complicated and painful shoulder surgery after a bad fall. It was a cold, miserable, late
October day at Kelso in 2010 when he got home on Lindseyfield Lodge in the second race. The
novice hurdler was trained by his dad Bob and Kenny managed to evade the attentions of a loose
horse coming to the third last to win by a length and a half at 25-1.
It was a nothing-much race but it was particularly memorable for the welcome which greeted the pair
into the winner's enclosure – all his jockey pals and racing fans gathered to cheer him in. They knew
just what he had gone through over the previous couple of years.
As Chris Pitt wrote: "It's been a long career during which he has typified the journeyman jockey who
forms the backbone of National Hunt racing, yet time has not diminished his love of the game."
Now in his early 50s, he is still into racing after taking over his dad's stables at Newburn, a few miles
west of Newcastle, together with his wife Alison and three youngsters.
Alison is a wonderful example of enthusiasm and perseverance. Her interview on Racing TV after she
had clocked up her first-ever winner after nearly 100 rides brought a tear to many a racing veteran's
eye. She had been trying to break her duck ever since a rather forgettable first attempt at Uttoxeter
just before Christmas 2006 in a conditional jockeys novice hurdle on an outsider called Little Moon
Man. It spent most of the race toiling behind the disappearing field.
Alison's first win, 13 years later, was different! She rode King Golan in a handicap chase at Market
Rasen for trainer Kenny and, despite being headed two out, regained the lead to score by half a
length.
The whole family got in on the act and were interviewed on Racing TV. What did young Darragh –
then nine – think of his mum's first win? "Well done, Mum. I'm very happy. Very impressed." Proud
Kenny said: "She didn't panic when the other horse headed her. She kept in her rhythm and kept
going all the way to the line."
Like Kenny, Alison's riding career has been ups and downs. In February 2020, just a few months after
that first victory, she fell heavily from Kenny's Cairnshill in a handicap chase at Catterick and broke
her hip. "We were told it could be a year before she was back in the saddle, but she was racing just
five months later," he said. Her walk has only just got back to normal.
Which brings us more up to date with Alison's victory on Sweet Flora in a handicap hurdle at Hexham
at the end of June. She made most of the running and went clear at the last for an easy win. It was a
wonderful example of grassroots racing, far removed from the multi-millionaire owners and their shiny
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strings down at Royal Ascot the previous week. I often wonder just how much sheer pleasure the
seriously rich owners derive from another win in a top-class race.
Can it compare to the euphoria experienced when Sweet Flora trotted up for Paul O'Mara? He won't
take offence if I call him a "small owner" but he is typical of the owners with a couple of horses or the
small groups who have a hind leg in one or two syndicates. It's all part of the fun, especially now that
it's easier to actually go racing. No one seriously thinks they can make any money out of it!
Kenny would have enjoyed reading lots of complimentary emails on his website that evening.
Everybody was thrilled at the little stable's success. No more than Paul. He wrote: "Brilliant. Thank
you Team Johnson, especially Ali, for getting me a win in my own colours. This is a dream come true.
I am so happy. Thanks to everyone in the yard for all your hard work."
Anyone looking for a bit of fun from the racing game would certainly find something to interest them at
Team Johnson. Unfortunately for Alison, she was unshipped by Sweet Flora at the first obstacle on
her next outing at Cartmel on July 17th, which required a trip to hospital. However, like many hardy
jockeys, Alison was back in the saddle at Cartmel again two days later!

• Friends of ours, Les and Carol, went up to Hexham for the meeting in June and Les took the photo
of Alison going down to the start on Sweet Flora. The photo of Kenny Johnson in his silks on page 1
was taken by Mary Pitt and the Market Rasen family interview on next page is from Racing TV.
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GORDON ARMISTEAD’S RACING DIARY
Saturday May 22rd Haydock
449 Days off course and very glad to be back.
There have been some really top-class winners of the Temple Stakes but it was a moderate line up this year.
Liberty Beach beating the decent handicapper Ainsdale is hardly Group 1 class but with doubts about Battaash
after his injury problem the other five-furlong sprinters around aren’t great.
Lots of last season’s better two-year-olds seemed to have the Commonwealth Cup as their three-year-old
target but those that turned up for the Sandy Lane were seem off by the gelding Rohann. He was picked up for
£20K at the horses in training sale last October after running ninth of thirteen in a maiden at 100/1 and looks a
real bargain. Four wins on the all-weather and then a listed win at Ascot saw his rating go from 55 to 106.
Ineligible for the Commonwealth Cup which seems illogical he will presumably target the July Cup. Runner up
Dragon Symbol is another from the all-weather and he can head to Ascot where it will be interesting to see
how he gets on.
The Silver Bowl was another under par race with the top weight only rated 95. We will see how winner
Raadobarg gets on as he and runner up Seasett finished well clear of the pack.
Saturday May 29th Haydock
Half a point covered the first six in the betting for the John of Gaunt but it proved less competitive with Kinross
taking the race cosily. This is probably his level and there are plenty of seven-furlong races at Group 2 and 3
level during the season. Runner up Njord is a solid handicapper who should find a Group 3 somewhere.
Previous race winner Safe Voyage has really lost his way since his Breeders Cup challenge.
The other Group 3 on the card was not a good one with La Lune adding to her win in a moderate listed race.
Runner up Cabaletta is a bit of a loony and I am not sure you would trust favourite Oriental Mystique.
Quickthorn bolted up in the mile four three-year-old handicap and will go up plenty for it but might be able to
follow up.
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Another fast improver is Mo Celita who followed up from her win a week earlier and made it five from five since
arriving at Adrian Nicholls. She won with any amount in hand and will have to go for a much classier race next
time.
Saturday June 5th Hexham
This meeting used to be a regular port of call to watch the Derby on the big screen just after seeing some of
their fellow three-year-olds start their jumping careers in the first juvenile hurdle. Koi Dodville for David Pipe
was easily the pick of the paddock even if he lacked a bit of size and he proved far too good for his rivals.
Saying that his jumping left much to be desired and that will certainly need to improve when he meets anything
with even moderate ability.
Coolnacritta had finished well beaten on all his runs in Ireland over a year ago earning a rating of 82 but gave
trainer Neil Mechie his first winner in five years taking the two-mile handicap hurdle. He won easily enough
despite being 40/1 and while it was low grade stuff he should be competitive even when reassessed.
Ruth Jefferson only had three winners last jumps season but her Cyrus Keep always looked the winner of the
0-115 two-mile four handicap hurdle. It was the second run after a wind op so maybe he can follow up but he
has not been consistent before.
Only two mattered in the three-mile amateur riders handicap hurdle but with favourite King Golan in at a
ridiculous 4/9 it made hat trick seeking Forchena a bet at 11/2 under top point rider Tommie O’Brien. He is a
proper stayer and needed all of the trip to get up close home from the favourite. These were clear of Luca
Brasi’s Boy who had made much of the running and he was miles clear of the rest. He runs his best races
under trainer Jessica Bedi and might find a similar race.
Wednesday June 9th Haydock
Mandoob was a short price for the mile and a half three-year-old novice race and while he needed all of the trip
to get up he could make up into a decent stayer later in the season.
It was good to see a well-bred filly win the two-year-old six-furlong novice race run in memory of Steve Taplin.
Sadmah is by Frankel out of Group 1 winning Australian mare Mossfun. She was paddock pick and while
taking a bit of time to pick up when asked she then ran on well. It would be no surprise to see her upped into a
decent race next.
The first two were clear in the two-year-old seven-furlong novice race with favourite Albahr winning by a neck.
The runner up Whitefeathersfall had been well beaten on his debut so it’s hard to get a grip on the form.
Friday June 11th Aintree
Koi Dodville came here from Hexham and this was probably an even worse race. Blinkers which he wore on
the flat in France were reapplied probably to try and help his jumping and he was maybe just a little bit better. It
will be a double penalty next time.
A much better jumper was Empire De Maulde in the three-mile handicap chase who always travelled like the
winner. It was only his third win in ten chases but here he looked much better than his mark.
Saturday July 3rd Haydock
A moderate renewal of the Lancashire Oaks with most of the runners being really only listed class and they
were not a good bunch on looks either. Alpinista’s second to Love in the 2020 Yorkshire Oaks was the best
form on offer but she had been taken out of quite a few races because of soft ground. In the end she was still
good enough to see off her rivals. Talk was of another attempt at a Group 1 but she isn’t good enough.
Surprise second at Epsom Mystery Angel made most and stayed on well enough but will struggle to land a
group race.
The Old Newton Cup looked wide open but Alounak ran out an easy winner having turned in a host of
moderate efforts since arriving from Germany before the 2020 season since when he has dropped a stone in
the ratings. He will be heading back up after this. Epsom handicap winner Midnight Legacy kept on well and
will be heading over hurdles in the autumn with the aim to win a graded hurdle and earn a place at stud to
replace his sire Midnight Legend.
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Best looking field of the day was in the £100K mile six three-year-old handicap. Winner Tashkhan won in
Ireland before joining Brian Ellison and looks a real stayer. His owner has jumpers and it will be interesting if he
eventually goes that way. Top weight Sir Rumi was upped half a mile in trip and probably didn’t get home but
could find another race taken back in trip.
Friday July16th Haydock
When the breeders bought back Noonday Gun as a yearling with the bidding at £625K it must have seemed a
good idea. The son of Dubawi and Snow Lantern has not however set the world on fire and was winning for
just the second time when taking the mile six handicap off 81. He looks like he will stay further and if they send
him back to the sales in the autumn he could be the sort to make a hurdler. Runner up Autumn War is getting
better with runs this season and was well clear of the third here.
Paddock pick before the six furlong two-year-old novice race was 28/1 shot Forgivable and his fourth place on
debut was full of promise that he will win races this season. Race winner Global Wisdom also on debut should
go on and find more races without being a star.
East Street Revue took the first division of the six-furlong handicap with his ears pricked looking like he was
doing the bare minimum. It was his eight win from fifty-nine starts and he must be a super horse for his owner
breeders. He only wins now at big prices with is last four wins coming at 25/1 twice 18/1 and 9/1 and you know
he isn’t going to follow this up soon.
The best class race of the day was the four runner seven-furlong conditions race with three runners dropping
from group company. They were all three-year-olds getting weight from the far inferior Asad but it was he who
made the race setting a fast place well clear and it was only 2000 Guineas seventh Mustasaabeq who got too
him. The winner might find a listed race somewhere or maybe a bad Group 3. The other pair Baradar and
Fivethousandtoone ran in the Futurity and Dewhurst respectively at two but don’t appear to have trained on.
Hopefully the final Armchair Report
Epsom
When something looks too good to be true it usually is. Snowfall’s cakewalk in the Oaks made her look like the
second coming but those she beat looked a lot of non-stayers and/or no better than listed class so she will
need to do it again. Last year after the race all the same plaudits were made about Love but we still have no
idea how good that horse really is. Hopefully Snowfall will head to the Curragh and follow up. The Coronation
Cup showed Al Assy to be no better than last season’s top three-year-olds and he was outbattled by Pyledriver
who we know is not really a Group 1 horse.
Even after the Derby Charlie Appleby didn’t seem to believe Adayar was his best horse in the race. It looks like
he will take on his elders at Ascot rather than go to the Curragh which few Derby winners have done in recent
years. Mac Swiney was a definite non-stayer while I am sure Bolshoi Ballet is far better than he showed here.
Chantilly
In the Prix du Jockey Club St Mark’s Basilica followed up from his French Guineas win. As in the Guineas he
did not beat a great bunch but he has now won three Group 1’s in a row and without being talked up as a
superstar is carrying a lot of the stables season on his back.
Having sussed out that the French classics don’t take too much winning nowadays Aiden O’Brien also took the
Prix Diane with Joan of Arc. Ioritz Mendizabal riding his fourth classic winner as a result of Covid kept it simple
to beat a substandard lot of home contenders.
Curragh
The much-hyped High Definition was favourite for the Irish Derby and while he had looked too short of pace to
take a classic he should have run better than he did. With no Adayar it was the placed horses that came to
uphold the Epsom form. Mojo Star while hampered would not have won anyway but Epsom third Hurricane
Lane battled on really well to peg back Lone Eagle who seemed to have slipped the field two out. The winner
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was probably better here than at Epsom and he and the much-improved runner up will be in the mix for the
back-end Group 1’s at this trip.
Snowfall didn’t win by as far as she did at Epsom but it was still easy enough. She will no doubt go on to York
and beat the same rivals again and it will be the Autumn before she could be asked to take on the colts and
geldings to see if she is as good as previous stable star fillies Found and Magical.
Royal Ascot
Older Horses
With Battaash below his best Oxted dropping back to five furlongs ran out a good winner in the Kings Stand.
Recently sprinters seemed to have specialised at either five or six and it was nice to see one that could win
Group 1’s at both. He would probably have been good enough to win the Diamond Jubilee on good ground but
by the Saturday it was soft so it was a good call to run on the Tuesday.
In the Queen Anne Palace Pier was a bit below his best but still far too good and he can now take on some
three-year-olds at Goodwood.
It seemed like the stable was prepared for Love to be beaten in the Prince of Wales but they needed to start
her off again and it was good to see her battle for the win after not coming off the bridle last season. The King
George and a clash with the Derby winner would be good.
Stradivarius looked on the downgrade towards the end of last season and was well beaten in his bid for
another Gold Cup. But no sooner has the new star stayer emerged in Subjectivist than he is gone with an
injury that may see him at stud next year.
Three-Year-Olds
With most of the all-age sprints going to geldings it seemed strange that the one three-year-old only race
excludes them. Rohann would have been right there with Dragon Symbol and Campanelle in the
Commonwealth Cup. The two British horses will go on to Newmarket.
In the St James’s Palace Poetic Flare proved himself as tough a classic animal as we have seen for years
running in his fourth Group 1 in six weeks. He turned in his best effort here looking more like a class animal. A
clash with Palace Pier awaits.
The three-year-old filly milers are all much of a muchness and it was Alcohol Free’s turn in the Coronation
Stakes.
Other Group 1’s
St Mark’s Basilica made it four Group 1’s in a row in the Eclipse but the race was an unsatisfactory event. Still
he keeps winning and can go on to York where hopefully there will be a bigger field and maybe even Palace
Pier if he comes through from the Sussex. Mishriff has been well placed to win plenty of money but looked a bit
one paced here.
At Newmarket the Falmouth Stakes proved a rerun of the Coronation but the placed horses moved around with
Snow Lantern coming out on top this time. The Matron Stakes at Leopardstown for the next round.
The sprint geldings seemingly now have a rival in the entire Starman who powered home in the July Cup. The
placed horses were the right ones and hopefully he will go on and win the other Group 1’s to prove the real
thing.
At Longchamp Hurricane Lane followed up from the Curragh with an easy win in the Grand Prix de Paris. It
was no better a performance than his Irish Derby win despite the big margin but he has already shown himself
much better than the last three Curragh winners. Epsom /Curragh Derby winners winning another Group 1 has
been out of fashion for a few seasons.
And no sooner had one Derby winner followed up when his stable mate Adayar became the first Epsom winner
since Harzand in 2016 to win a race of any sort afterwards in taking the King George and Queen Elizabeth
Stakes. He looked below top class when beaten in two Derby trials and while this race like the Eclipse was a
bit messy there is no doubt he is now a top-class animal. I can’t see him taking on Hurricane Lane again which
is a shame and it will be interesting to see which ends up in the Arc. Both are similar sorts that stay this trip
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well and would get the Leger trip. Mishriff probably ran above his Eclipse form. Love ran her race and in getting
beaten we finally get some proper idea of her merit which is very good but not as good as she was talked up to
be after last year’s Oaks. Lone Eagle got a very strange ride. After running so well in Ireland when keen to
make it a proper stamina test he was settled in third and never looked likely to be involved in the finish.


Editor’s Note – Adayar was the first Derby/King George & Queen Elizabeth winner since Galileo, who
recently died after a superb record at stud. Will Adayar follow in those ‘hooves’ at stud in due course?

RACING SPOTLIGHT ON ROBERT SIDEBOTTOM
By BRIAN GOODWILL
WHEN DID YOU START IN RACING?
I grew up on a small pony stud and so was competing in show jumping at an early age and had ambitions to
make a career in that sphere. Then at the age of 16, I spent my 6 weeks, school summer holidays at Sam
Hall’s racing yard in Middleham. I lodged there and closely observed and listened to all the comings and
goings of a top-class racing yard. Having come from a rural, fairly conservative background, I was enthralled
by this new environment. Whilst there, I saw for the first time a German sports car, in those days a lot of people
were driving wood panelled Morris Travellers and Ford Populars. I also saw a £300 haute couture handmade
suit. In those days you could buy a second-hand Ford Popular for that money!
I heard stories about glamorous lifestyles, with lots of foreign travel, earning big money and whispers about
secret assignations. Not to mention the high esteem that the young pretty stable girls, appeared to hold for the
people driving, wearing, living and earning the above. So that was it, a young boys head was turned and
ambitions changed, I never thought about show jumping again, I desperately wanted to be a jockey.
WHAT DO YOU DO NOW?
Jockey Coach at the KOREAN RACING AUTHORITY. The level of racing is nowhere near as high as in the
UK but it’s betting generates the 3rd highest levels of income in the world. Which is reflected in prize money
and remuneration for the people working in racing.
IS BRITISH RACING THE BEST IN THE WORLD?
Without a doubt. It has the highest levels of expertise, in every area from Jockey’s to Trainers, Stable Staff,
Stalls handlers, Farriers and Veterinarians, etc. The highest standards of Horse Welfare, which is not a minor
concern and should not be underestimated or go unrecognised. We have some of the best horses in the world,
along with the best studs and breeding. The result of which is that we compete more successfully across the
world than any other nation. We have the greatest variety of racecourses both in terms of types of tracks and
types of surface, to suit every type and grade of horse. Also to suit every type of spectator and his budget.
At many Asian racecourses, when the turnstiles open, you’ll see hundreds of people almost running to get in
and secure their favourite spot in the stands. At first site it looks impressive, until you realise they’re just getting
a seat in a vast concourse of polished tiles, huge glass windows and row after row of betting terminals and
wide screen TV’s. The atmosphere is about frenzied betting, barely anyone pays any attention to the horses in
the paddock, let alone the winners enclosure. Racing is considered more of a gambling product, than
entertainment catering for every level.
WHAT COULD THE BHA DO BETTER?
I’m biased here, having worked for the BHA for over 10 years but it might look at the above and recognise this.
In doing so realise that when it comes to recruiting, it needn’t search the world to employ people with only
equal or less expertise that we have in the UK.
Of course the one change that’s required, is beyond the BHA’s control and that’s tote or pool betting being
returned to the industry, so we could remunerate the levels of expertise in the industry. Too much money made
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on the back of British racing goes to organisations that put too little back into it. Any one that’s seen Hong
Kong, Japan’s or South Koreas racing understands the benefits to racing of racing-controlled betting.
ANY PARTICULAR FUNNY STORY YOU CAN RELATE FROM YOUR TIME AT THE BRS?
I remember one particular incident, whilst conducting Interviews for placements on the school’s foundation
courses. The candidates were usually post or pre-school leavers and this was often their first experience of an
interview, therefore they were often quite nervous. The Director, Rory McDonald and myself chaired these,
with Rory asking questions about their academic achievements and odd jobs etc and I would ask about any
horse related experience and sporting interests. Anyway, one day this rather tall (4-inch stiletto’s) Welsh girl
strode into the interview bursting with confidence and a big smile. Whilst her confidence was a bit of a surprise,
it was the fishnet stockings, mini skirt and see-through white lace blouse, over a black low-cut bra that was
more of a surprise.
I was immediately bemused, but not by her interview attire but by the look of shock on Rory’s face. Rory
started the interview and at some stage the girl mentioned that she suffered from asthma related problems, at
which point Rory asked if she was taking any medication for this problem. I think the girl was confused by this
question and possibly didn’t understand the meaning of the word medication. Rory recognising the confused
look on the poor girl’s face and fumbled response desperately tried to rephrase his question, although without
much success. As the girl eventually told him quite sternly “ That he needn’t worry, as she was on the pill”. Well
with the look of disgust on her face, at having been asked such a personal question and the look of horror on
Rory’s, he thinking that she considered he asked that. Well, it was more than I could take and I couldn’t help
but break into a stifled giggle, much to the disgust of the pair of them.
WHAT WAS IT LIKE WORKING FOR DENYS SMITH?
Deny’s was a great job at a great time, with good staff and good horses. I remembered thinking that when I
moved from Deny’s to go to Newmarket that I might have to up my game, as it was probably going to be far
more professional there. I was relieved to learn that I didn’t have to up my game, in fact it was easier to shirk
down south, than it was under Deny’s regime 😊
DID YOU ENJOY YOUR TIME WORKING AT THE BRITISH RACING SCHOOL?
I spent my longest period of permanent employment at the BRS, because I enjoyed it enormously. I believe I
was fortunate to arrive there just before Rory McDonald took over as CEO. He was an inspirational leader and
great mentor to all who worked there, he encouraged everyone from yard man to Senior Instructor to be the
best they could be and led by example.
SHOULD THE WHIP RULES BE ALTERED?
I believe with the cushioned whips and strict Rules and Punishment, for when they’re over used or incorrectly
used, prevent horses from being coerced or abused, in British Racing. Although my personal view is that the
vast majority of horses perform to their maxim regardless of the whip. As prey animals their natural instinct is to
run. I’m always rather disappointed that when the Governing Bodies decide to review or debate the whip, they
use anecdotal opinion from so called experts, without any attempt to use or develop more scientific evidence.
WHAT WERE THE BEST HORSES YOU RODE?
Unfortunately the best horses I ever rode, I didn’t get to ride on a racecourse but they would include Risk Me at
Paul Kellaway’s and Midway Lady at Ben Hanbury’s.
I remember when Midway Lady was a two-year-old and had not long been broken in, she’d had a couple of
weeks of just light exercise, while overcoming a dose of ring worm. I was the first person to ride her out on the
heath, with a group of about 10 other young horses. As she was a quiet and confident horse and we didn’t
have an older lead horse, I ended up leading the string, as one colt after another whipped around or ducked
out, approaching the canter. The canter was over a straight seven furlongs and on quite deep and wet sand,
which was ideal for keeping fractious youngsters feet going in the right direction !!
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I immediately noticed how well and easily she managed this deep and uneven surface. Just after setting off
she went to lower her head and attempted a buck or two, so I squeezed her with my legs and changed my
hands and asked her to quicken from a hack to a canter. She responded well and carried me, on the bit, with
surprising ease to the top of the canter and the point where we pull up. I was quite impressed with how strong
she seemed and how smoothly and easily she’d handled such a holding and slow surface, especially as this
was her first proper canter in a straight line. Although not as surprised as I was when I looked back and saw
the rest of the string trailing in my wake by about 20-30 lengths.
So, even on her first ever canter, I could tell she was a bit special and the Guineas and Oaks double as a 3year-old, confirmed it.


Editor’s note – this article was completed before the recent Panorama television programme.

GRAND NATIONAL 2021 PHOTO OFFER
NMRC member and racecourse
photographer Colin Turner is
offering copies of his photograph of
the historic win by Rachel
Blackmore on Minella Times at a
substantial discount to club
members.
An 8 x 6-inch copy will cost £10 (inc
postage*) saving £11 on usual
prices.
A 10 x 8-inch copy will cost £15 (inc
postage*) saving £11 on usual
prices.
To obtain copies please send a
cheque for payment to Colin Turner
at 32 Ellerbrook Drive, Burscough,
Lancs L40 5SZ.
*Based upon UK postage rates –
for overseas rates please contact
Colin directly.
Tel 01704 894220 or e mail
colinturner26@googlemail.com
If you are looking for photos of
other famous horses, Colin has a
huge library of photos over many
years so why not drop him a line to
see if your favourite horse is
available?
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A Shining Week For Yorkshire Racing
Sun was the order of the week for the Go Racing In Yorkshire Summer Festival, sponsored by Sky Bet, which
finished at Pontefract Racecourse on Sunday 25th July.
Competitive racing and the return of crowds ensured something that resembled normality as crowds came
from near and far to celebrate racing in Yorkshire.
There was hot competition to be leading trainer of the week, sponsored by Goldsborough Hall and leading
jockey of the week, sponsored by Sky Bet, with the former going down to the final day, but a double for David
O’Meara secured his victory. His prize includes dinner and overnight stay at Goldsborough Hall.
Connor Beasley took the honours as Sky Bet leading jockey for the first time and wins £1,000 and in a new
initiative also sponsored by Sky Bet, the Jedd O’Keeffe yard won the award for the best turned out horses
throughout the week. They will receive £1,000 to share between the staff as well as a visit from the pizza
trailer, regularly seen at Yorkshire’s courses, to celebrate.
Michael Shinners, Head of Sports PR at Sky Bet said, “It has been a fantastic nine days of racing and the
weather has been incredibly kind. The action on the track was fantastic, the highlight being Bangkok’s win in
the Sky Bet York Stakes. We have a new winner of the Sky Bet top jockey prize and David O’Meara has
regained the leading trainer title. The new initiative for the best turned out yard has been won by Jedd
O’Keeffe and there has been an excellent standard of turnout this week. It is great to have crowds back and we
look forward to a returning in 2022.”
The Sky Bet ‘Paddock and Chips’ competition made a welcome return and for the second time in a row the
football chipping skills of Cam Hardie made him the clear winner, earning an overnight stay at Goldsborough
Hall.
The dates for 2022 are Saturday 16th to Sunday 24th July.

Photo by Hannah Ali - Mark and Clare Oglesby of Goldsborough Hall presenting to Diane Jackson,
representing David O’Meara
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STEVE TAPLIN REMEMBERED AT HAYDOCK PARK
Longstanding club member and author Steve Taplin passed away in September 2019 at the age of just 65. At
that time, the club suggested to Haydock Park that it would be fitting to hold a memorial race in his name,
given that Steve was a local St Helen’s lad and had put so much into the sport over the years with both his 2yo
Annuals and also his many successful racing syndicates. Haydock manager, Dickon White, agreed and all was
in the pipeline for a flat race in his memory in 2020 until covid-19 struck. However, true to his word, Dickon and
his team managed to find a race in June this year to remember Steve’s input into local racing scene.
The photo’s below show Steve in his pomp at the races, one of his famous annuals and also (courtesy of
Haydock Park) the presentations at the recent memorial race by Steve’s family.
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‘FREEDOM DAY’ AT CARTMEL – MONDAY 19TH JULY
The public reaction to the removal of many covid-19 restrictions in mid-July has been fairly muted so
far, but for racegoers this now means that admissions are no longer restricted to 4,000 in England.
Cartmel was amongst several tracks allowed to adopt the more relaxed admission policy on ‘ freedom
day’ with a familiar funfair seen for the first time this season and a slightly bigger crowd of 5,000 –
which isn’t bad for a Monday afternoon!
Ascot had a crowd of 15,000 on Saturday 24th July whilst York had a crowd of 30,000 on the same
day, with a pop concert after racing.
Club member Julia Birtles was at Cartmel on a scorching hot day, being her first day at the races
since December 2019, and has kindly posted a number of photos from her day at Cartmel on the
club’s Facebook page with one reproduced below.
This shows favourite Bright-Eyed Eagle leading in the opening Maiden Hurdle race, although
eventually only managed 3rd place behind Galloway Du Lia (black/pink) and King’s Proctor (blue/white
spots).
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NMRC’S FOOTBALL COMPETITION MINI LEAGUES 2021/22
Many thanks to Helen Goodwill for setting up these mini leagues for football competitions once the new season
starts in a few weeks-time! These are just for fun and free to enter:

Telegraph
https://fantasyfootball.telegraph.co.uk
N & M R C Super League Code TOZ0L83W
An email should have been sent to all previous participants
Sky super 6
https://super6.skysports.com/
N & M Racing Club Super League PIN QFL2ZX
Fantasy premier league
https://fantasy.premierleague.com/
N & M Racing Club Super League Code uayugs
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